point sets with the pure-point property. Counterexamples include pure-point sets whose Bragg peaks cannot be located in any finite-dimensional superspace. Among these are the well known 'chair tiling', and linear sequences defined by 'the period doubling substitution rule' (described in detail).
(2) Point sets with singular continuous diffraction. Singular continuous point sets have no Bragg peaks, yet they have distinctive long-range order. Grimm illustrates this with the family of so-called generalized Thue-Morse sequences, again generated by a certain substitution rule. 'Clearly, the generalized Thue-Morse systems possess hierarchical order', notes Grimm, 'although this is not reflected in a pure-point component in their diffraction measures. However, this 'hidden' order is visible in other correlations. Explicitly, it can be revealed by looking at the two-point correlations of pairs rather than of single points. ' (3) Point sets with absolutely continuous diffraction. A point set generated by flips of a fair coin has an absolutely continuous diffraction measure, as we expect from a random set. But just as not all point sets with pure point diffraction are model sets, not all point sets with absolutely continous diffraction patterns are stochastic. One of the big surprises (in this field) in recent decades was the discovery that the deterministic Rudin-Shapiro sequence, generated by recursion, and the Bernoulli coin-flipping sequence have the same diffraction diagrams: in older terminology, they are homometric sets.
Research continues (see Fig. 1 ), but these examples suggest that diffraction (as in the Commission's duck definition) may not be up to the task of characterizing crystal structures. Significantly, although their diffraction spectra are identical, the dynamical spectra of the Rudin-Shapiro and Bernoulli sets are not. For pure-point sets, the two spectra coincide, but for more general structures the dynamical spectrum is richer. The caution of the 1991 Commission on Aperiodic Crystals is, in hindsight, justified but they too did not dream of everything. A building at Melbourne's Federation Square featuring a pinwheel tiling façade. To date, there is no complete characterization of the diffraction spectrum of this example. Reproduced with permssion from Grimm (2015) .
